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Abstract—We have implemented an automated, nonmechanical approach to the measurement of polarization dependent loss (and, equivalently, gain). We use a deterministic fixed-states method to derive Mueller matrix elements from intensity measurements at specific polarization states. Voltage-modulated liquid-crystal variable retarders set the polarization states. Synchronous detection is employed to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system and thereby allow measurement resolution to better than 0.001 dB. We present polarization-dependent loss measurements from 0.0016 to 0.56 dB at 1550 nm to verify performance.

Index Terms—Liquid-crystal retarders, liquid-crystal variable retarders, Mueller matrix, polarization dependence, polarization-dependent loss (PDL), polarization-dependent transmission, synchronous detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Polarization-dependent loss (PDL) and gain, which together we call polarization dependent transmission, are important considerations in both digital [1], [2] and analog [3] networks due to increases in the bit error rate (BER) and signal distortion, respectively. The push toward all-optical networks has increased pressure to reduce component PDL. PDL is primarily a characteristic of single-mode systems for which the signal is highly polarized but of variable state. It is defined as 10 log(Tmax/Tmin) (in dB) where T is transmittance taken over the entire polarization-state space. This space is most readily visualized with the aid of the polarization (Poincaré) sphere [4], [5]. Often degradation caused by PDL is modified by polarization mode dispersion in complex ways [6]. Polarization dependent loss and gain are usually characterized as localized component effects as opposed to the distributed nature of polarization mode dispersion.

Our goal is to establish the capability to measure PDL with a resolution of better than 0.001 dB and to determine the absolute accuracy of our method. This may lead to an artifact standard for the calibration of commercial instrumentation. This paper describes a new approach to polarization dependent transmission measurement that employs a nonmechanical technique capable of synchronous detection.

We divide PDL measurement techniques into three rough categories, all of which are represented by commercial instrumentation: deterministic all-states, pseudorandom all-states, and deterministic fixed-states. The term “deterministic all-states” refers to techniques that span a large subset of the entire polarization-state space (as represented by the Poincaré sphere) in a repeatable way. This method spans the Poincaré sphere along predetermined trajectories to produce a good approximation of full sphere coverage. This may be done by rotating a retarder pair in a well-defined phase relationship [7], [8]. Laboratory devices based on this concept have reported repeatability of ±0.003 dB and resolution of 0.001 dB [9] while commercial devices have a specified repeatability of ±0.010 dB and resolution of 0.001 dB. An advantage of this approach is high speed since the optics can be rotated at high velocity as long as the proper phase relationship is maintained. Accuracy, however, requires a very high degree of mechanical precision, correction of strong wavelength dependence, and low internal PDL. Resolution is a function of the degree of sphere coverage and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

The term “pseudorandom all-states” refers to techniques that span a large subset of the entire Poincaré sphere through a pseudorandom variation of retardance, usually the distributed retardance of optical fiber loops [8], [10]. This method has the advantage of low system noise, weak wavelength dependence, and low internal PDL since the beam remains confined in a single-mode fiber. On the other hand, this is a statistical sampling technique with accuracy dependent on the sampling rate and sampling time. Resolution is fundamentally limited by both the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and degree of Poincaré sphere coverage. Laboratory devices based on this idea have reported repeatability of ±0.001 [11] while commercial devices have specified repeatability of ±0.002 dB and resolution of 0.001 dB.

The term “deterministic fixed-states” refers to techniques that employ only three or four well-defined input states of polarization to derive global polarization dependence through some form of matrix analysis. Again, this technique typically employs bulk components in an open beam [8], [12], [13]. This method has the potential advantage of high speed and calibrated spectral dependence. Nonetheless, its accuracy is subject to mechanical precision as well as internal PDL. Resolution is not a function of sphere coverage but is fundamentally limited by the SNR. Laboratory devices based on this technique have reported repeatability in the range of ±0.001 to ±0.03 dB [12], [14] while commercial devices have specified repeatability of ±0.010 dB and resolution of 0.001 dB.

Because PDL is always greater than or equal to zero, noise in the PDL measurement system can degrade its sensitivity to very small PDL values (where the PDL is less than the
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system's single-measurement noise). Sensitivity to these small PDL values cannot be improved by increasing the number of measurements; the average of multiple PDL measurements will always yield a positive value that is proportional to the single-measurement noise. However, averaging measured intensities in a deterministic fixed-states method can improve sensitivity.

We have chosen to implement a deterministic fixed-states technique using voltage-modulated liquid-crystal retarders and synchronous detection. Modulation of the polarization state allows differential measurement as well as an improvement in sensitivity due to averaging.

Four primary concepts will be presented in Section II. They are the basic matrix-method idea, the need for improvement through signal averaging, the advantages of a liquid crystal implementation, and potential disadvantages. Experimental implementation is discussed in Section III, and Section IV outlines an uncertainty analysis for our system. We present measurement results in Section V and draw conclusions in Section VI. Mathematical details are given in the Appendices.

II. CONCEPT

Our method, which we call the Mueller–Stokes technique, is a variation on a matrix technique developed by Favín et al. [13], which relies solely on power measurements. In this deterministic fixed-states method, four well-defined polarization states are necessary to determine the first-row Mueller matrix elements of a component. The global polarization dependence of transmittance can then be determined from these elements, as shown in Appendix A. This technique is under active consideration by both national and international standards committees as an acceptable alternative to the traditional deterministic all-states methods.

Because the measurement depends only on the relative coordinates of the four states, the only requirements on the set are that they maintain relative angular separations of 90° about the origin of the Poincaré sphere. This implies that intervening retardance, as represented by rotations of the sphere, will have no net effect. A representative sample of states in the laboratory frame would be, for example, vertical linear polarization, horizontal linear polarization, 45° (bisector) linear polarization, and right circular polarization as shown in Fig. 1(a), while a rotation of those states is shown in Fig. 1(b).

In our system, the polarization states are produced by two liquid crystal voltage regulator (LCVR) units [15] in series. These modulate the polarization state of a low-coherence polarized beam as in Fig. 2. The effect of the pair is to produce final polarization states equivalent to those produced by a quarter-wave and half-wave retarder combination undergoing independent rotations. Following generation of the four polarization states (with powers given by \( I_1 \ldots I_d \)), the light is transmitted via single mode fiber with arbitrary but relatively stable birefringence through the device under test (DUT). It proceeds to a polarization-insensitive detector on which we measure the four output powers \( (I_1 \ldots I_4) \). We measure the input powers \( (I_a \ldots I_d) \) in the same way with the DUT removed to establish a baseline system response. The relationship of the output to input powers through the first row Mueller matrix elements \( (m_{11} \ldots m_{14}) \) of the DUT is given by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
I_1 \\
I_2 \\
I_3 \\
I_4
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
I_a & I_a & 0 & 0 \\
I_b & -I_b & 0 & 0 \\
I_c & 0 & I_c & 0 \\
I_d & 0 & 0 & I_d
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
m_{11} \\
m_{12} \\
m_{13} \\
m_{14}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(1)

The four first-row Mueller matrix elements are derived from an inversion that yields combinations of ratios of corresponding
on arc lengths (assuming negligible detector PDL). This is demonstrated algebraically by noting the absence of loss terms in the first row of the ideal retardance matrix [Appendix B, (B2)].

The essential advantage of this technique is nonmechanical retardance modulation that allows rapid synchronous time averaging in a low noise environment. Synchronous time averaging improves the SNR and can be applied in different ways depending on the method of signal acquisition chosen. We have ruled out lock-in amplifier measurement as impractical since the signal is not a simple periodic function.

The alternative is to average in the time domain with gated integration. We use a boxcar averager, though it could also be done with appropriate digital sampling.

Of the potential disadvantages, perhaps the most serious is the temperature dependence of the LCVR cells. The other is internal PDL of the retarder; we find this 0.02 dB offset to be unavoidable on one of the state transitions. Though this value is cancelled in the ratio calculations, drift could cause measurement error. Both effects can be minimized by passive or active temperature stabilization if necessary. Stability in system birefringence is important both during and between each set of power measurements and is assumed in the ideal case. Deviations from the ideal can be modeled as discussed later. An advantage of our technique is that the measurements can be done quickly, so the stability criterion is easy to satisfy.

Finally, there are two issues of concern in any PDL measurement: polarization dependence in the detector and depolarization within the DUT. Detector PDL can cause system PDL variation due to drift in the incident polarization state and distortion that arises from PDL superposition [16]. If the detected signal is highly depolarized before detection, then the stability requirement between baseline and DUT measurement sets is relaxed as the detector’s own PDL is effectively eliminated. Erbium-doped fiber has been used to good effect as a depolarizer in this regard, though at a high cost in terms of signal power [11], [14]. We used a multimode fiber depolarizer [17]. The magnitude of these effects will be discussed further in Section IV. The issue of depolarization within the DUT is of concern in situations where the DUT exhibits polarization mode dispersion (PMD) prior to elements generating PDL. An example of this is a device that incorporates birefringent material. If the dispersion is sufficient to partially depolarize a short coherence source, relation (A2) is no longer valid and the PDL measurement result will depend on the source coherence. Although the study of PMD interaction with PDL is not within the scope of this paper, it is an important issue to keep in mind when measuring a device that has large PMD.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the measurement system. Our system consists of four major sections: source, LCVR cavity, detector, and control computer. The source is a 1550 nm edge-emitting light-emitting diode (ELED) operated in constant current mode. The pigtailed ELED emits approximately 20 μW out of a single-mode fiber. The short coherence length of this source (~40 μm) substantially reduces interference in the
optical path. The ELED light is collimated by a GRIN lens and then passed through a Glan–Thompson polarizer that acts to fix the polarization coordinate system. We tap this polarized light by a 5% beam splitter and monitor it with an InGaAs photodetector that acts as the source monitor. The first LCVR unit is next, with fast axis at 45° to the incident polarization; the second LCVR follows with fast axis at 0°. The retardance as a function of the applied voltage for both devices is shown in Fig. 4. Each liquid crystal element was designed to provide up to 2π retardance modulation at a wavelength of 1600 nm. Relative retardance modulation spans either π or π/2 depending on the unit; we operate the LCVR elements in the 1–4 V range. The final element is the pigtailed GRIN lens that launches light into the single-mode fiber. We connect this polarization-modulated light directly to the DUT without any intervening components other than fiber connectors. We find that connectors can introduce an additional PDL as discussed in Section IV; the cause and magnitude of this PDL are the subject of future investigation.

Measurements at each polarization state are limited to a fixed number \( N \) of modulation cycles at clock frequencies of 3.5–10 Hz. To the extent that we can control birefringence drift during the sampling of each polarization state, resolution increases as \( \sqrt{N} \). In addition, we use differential measurements to eliminate common-mode drift. Each of the three congruent line segments in Fig. 1 originating from the vertex represents the modulation path between two Mueller–Stokes states and, therefore, a signal to be sampled. This signal is routed to two averager channels, and each channel has a delay.
levels without overload. A central transistor–transistor logic (TTL) clock synchronizes both the computer and the gated integrator. Custom circuitry handles various chores associated with synchronizing the control, modulation, and sampling circuits at any frequency within the usable range. User input is entered through a graphical-user-interface that provides detailed control over all aspects of operation.

IV. Uncertainty Analysis

The deviations from the ideal case have already been partially described above. They fall into three broad categories: temperature dependence, polarization state accuracy, and internal (system) PDL. Our estimates of these uncertainties along with total uncertainty computed for various cases (Type A and Type B [18]) are given in Table I. The uncertainties listed correspond to one standard uncertainty (1σ). Each uncertainty source in the table is discussed below.

A. Polarization State Uncertainty

Polarization state uncertainty depends on the accuracy of the calibrating polarimeter. In this case, we rely on the manufacturer’s specifications of a ±1.5° uncertainty in the coordinates of the polarization state. The uncertainty is manifested either in arc length along the sphere or deviation from orthogonality between the arcs during LCVR calibration. This uncertainty in the state implies a corresponding uncertainty in the matrix elements associated with any state.

B. Retarder Temperature Dependence

We quantify temperature dependence primarily in terms of its effect on the LCVR elements. Again, we rely on the manufacturer’s estimate of 0.4%/°C for the temperature coefficient of LCVR retardance. A worst-case temperature variation of 0.5 °C is used to derive the resulting uncertainty in signal power due to variation in the polarization state. For a rectangular distribution with upper and lower limits of ±0.2% about the mean value, this corresponds to a standard uncertainty (estimated standard deviation) of 0.2%/√3.

C. Averager Linearity Deviation

The signal averager is specified by the manufacturer to be linear to full scale within ±0.1% over the dynamic range we use. Deviations from linearity would result in a corresponding uncertainty in measured signal power. For a rectangular distribution, this corresponds to a standard uncertainty of ±0.06%.

D. System Internal PDL Variation

System retardance elements contribute their own PDL (0.02 dB) to that of the DUT, but we assume it is constant during both phases of the measurement; this allows for cancellation in the ratios. However, any deviation in system PDL over the course of a measurement appears as an uncertainty in signal power. Our quoted PDL variation was derived from the maximum observed slope in measurements of the internal PDL taken over 15 min intervals. For a rectangular distribution, this corresponds to a standard uncertainty of ±0.12%.
TABLE I
ESTIMATES OF UNCERTAINTY FOR THE MUeller-STOKES PDL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM EXPRESSED AS ONE STANDARD UNCERTAINTY (1σ). THE COMPONENTS INHERENT TO THE SYSTEM (LINES 1–4) ARE EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE UNCERTAINTY IN SIGNAL POWER. THESE FOUR COMPONENTS ARE PROPAGATED AS DISCUSSED IN APPENDIX C TO YIELD THE CONTRIBUTION AS A PERCENTAGE OF MEAN PDL: THE PROPAGATED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM UNCERTAINTY. TOTAL COMBINED STANDARD UNCERTAINTIES ARE PRESENTED FOR TWO ARTIFACT CONDITIONS AND ARE CALCULATED AS ROOT-SUM-OF-SQUares (RSS) VALUES OF THE UNCERTAINTY COMPONENTS. TWO EXAMPLES FOR THE CASE OF 0.055 dB MEAN PDL ARE CALCULATED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty Sources</th>
<th>One Standard Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polarization state uncertainty</td>
<td>±0.83% of signal power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retarder temperature dependence</td>
<td>±0.12% of signal power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averager linearity deviation</td>
<td>±0.06% of signal power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System internal PDL variation</td>
<td>±0.12% of signal power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagated measurement system uncertainty</td>
<td>±2.1% of PDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connector PDL uncertainty for terminated artifacts: ((\gamma_{\text{connector}} = \gamma_{\text{max}} / \sqrt{3}))</td>
<td>±0.0029 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDL measurement repeatability ((\gamma_{\text{repeatability}}))</td>
<td>±0.0008 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined standard uncertainty (open-beam artifact, cf. section V)</td>
<td>(0.0008 dB &amp; 2.1% of PDL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined standard uncertainty (pigtailed artifact, cf. Section V)</td>
<td>(0.0029 dB &amp; 0.0008 dB &amp; 2.1% of PDL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 1: Combined standard uncertainty for 0.055 dB PDL (open-beam artifact)</td>
<td>±0.0014 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 2: Combined standard uncertainty for 0.055 dB PDL (artifact with terminated pigtailling)</td>
<td>±0.0032 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Propagated Measurement System Uncertainty

We have included the four nonrandom uncertainties inherent to the measurement system (items 1–4 of the table) in a symbolic model of the nonlinear system. Variations from the ideal are calculated by combining the four parameters in a root-sum-of-squares (RSS) uncertainty in signal power for each of the measured polarization states. The resulting PDL deviations are calculated from the defining equations of PDL based on (1)–(4) and the propagation relation given in Appendix C.

F. Connector PDL Uncertainty for Terminated Artifacts

Connector PDL uncertainty is a combination of two components. The first is the scatter observed on PDL measurements repeated after disconnecting and reconnecting the FC/PC connectors associated with the system, DUT, and detector. The second is the net effect of multiple PDL sources in series. Any change in fiber pigtail position during a disconnection/reconnection cycle that causes a shift in fiber birefringence can dynamically alter the relative orientations of system, DUT, and termination PDL axes. Small PDL combinations with parallel axes will add approximately linearly, while those with normal axes will likewise subtract [16]. The magnitudes we report are from our own experience. A value as high as 0.05 dB is possible [10]. This effect is an issue only when testing terminated devices and is an uncertainty shared by all PDL measurement methods.

G. PDL Measurement Repeatability

The repeatability given is one standard deviation (1σ) of repeated undisturbed measurements following the initial baseline measurement. By undisturbed, we mean that one sample follows another with no connector disconnection in between. This value is the effective system noise.

The effects are assumed to be uncorrelated, so we combine the results using the root-sum-of-squares method to produce a combined standard uncertainty.

V. RESULTS

Three artifacts were chosen to test the performance of the system. The primary artifact provides a calculable PDL of moderate accuracy. It consists of an open beam launcher/collimator (a cleaved section of single-mode fiber
Fig. 6. Open-beam artifact data from both the Mueller–Stokes and all-states systems. Error bars represent total uncertainty. The solid line is the calculated PDL value.

Fig. 7. Results of a resolution test using 5′ differences in optical-incidence angle on the BK7 artifact.

and objective lens) followed by a BK7 polished glass cube. We mount the cube on a rotation stage with 5′ resolution. The InGaAs detector (which includes a ceramic depolarizer) is translated to compensate for beam displacement following rotation. Our residual system PDL was measured and accounted for as a 0.0016 ± 0.0001 dB offset at normal incidence, where the uncertainty quoted is the statistical uncertainty of the mean with 95% confidence interval (2σ/√N). This nominally left only the dual glass/air interfaces to produce PDL. Calculated PDL (Fresnel) and measured (Mueller–Stokes) values as a function of input angle are presented in Fig. 6 and are in good agreement. Comparison measurements from an all-states technique (discussed later) are also shown.

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the controlled-air-gap connector pair artifact.

between 15° and 15°5′ and differences of each pair were taken. We found the average of those measurements, 0.0008 ± 0.0003 dB, to be in good agreement with the predicted value.

The second artifact we used is a coupled pair of commercial controlled-air-gap (CAG) fiber connectors. The CAG connector is designed for ultralow return loss and is angle-polished at 12°. The pair of CAG connectors is pigtailed with standard 9 μm single-mode fiber and terminated with FC/PC connectors. We illustrate the relevant section schematically in Fig. 8 where PDL is determined by face angle, index difference, and waveguide effects. This component was chosen to provide a readily available single-mode PDL artifact. We discovered, however, that simple plane-wave arguments do not correctly account for the measured PDL. We measure a mean PDL of 0.057 dB using the Mueller–Stokes method with reproducibility (one standard deviation) of ±0.0012 dB. A simple Fresnel coefficient calculation, however, yields 0.084 dB at this wavelength. It is possible that this discrepancy is due to waveguide effects that were not accounted for.

Our third artifact is a standard 9 μm single-mode patch cord, 15 cm in length, terminated to “ultra-polish” specifications with a FC/PC connector on one end and a standard 8° wedge FC/APC connector on the other. This device produces a mean PDL of 0.025 dB using the Mueller–Stokes method with reproducibility (one standard deviation) of ±0.0006 dB. The Fresnel PDL value calculated from the core index of refraction (n_eff = 1.468) is 0.017 dB. Again, we observe a discrepancy between the predicted and observed values, which we plan to investigate further.

For comparison, we made corroborating measurements of these artifacts with a commercial fiber-loop polarization scanner and low-PDL optical power meter. This arrangement is depicted schematically in Fig. 9 and consists of commercially available components. The spectrally broad ELED source is polarized using a polarizing fiber and monitored by a reference detector through a 10/90 coupler. Remaining light is pseudorandomly retarded by the scanner to provide an all-polarization-states source. The output of the scanner is coupled through an FC/PC connection to the DUT. This connection serves as the test point, which will be made and broken to measure the effect of connector PDL. Detector PDL, initially less than 0.002 dB, is reduced even further by a ceramic depolarizer to less than 0.001 dB. The ceramic depolarizer is used in this case rather than the multimode device since it is better suited to the large area of the detector. Measurements consist of 500-point scans taken over 20 s with the scanner set to provide 98% coverage of the polarization space. Uncertainty in these measurements, due to imperfect sphere coverage, is estimated to be 5% [10]. We divide the detected signal by the
reference signal to remove the effect of power fluctuations in the polarized source.

Comparisons were made first on the controlled-air-gap device where we measured a mean PDL of 0.057 dB and reproducibility (one standard deviation) of ±0.0015 dB. Fig. 10 shows the results of the four sets using the all-states technique and three sets using the Mueller–Stokes method. The steps in the data between sets correspond to each connector reconnection cycle.

The APC artifact produced a mean PDL of 0.026 dB using the all-states technique with reproducibility (one standard deviation) of ±0.0013 dB. A comparison of the two methods on this artifact is shown in Fig. 11. Again each measurement spans 20 s and the steps in the data between sets correspond to each connection-reconnection cycle. These measurements give good agreement with the Mueller–Stokes method.

**VI. CONCLUSIONS**

The nonmechanical technique of polarization dependent transmittance measurement for both single-mode and bulk-optic devices offers advantages over more traditional methods. The technique is capable of synchronous time averaging which allows resolution to better than 0.001 dB and agreement within 0.0016 dB, ±2% of PDL values calculated for an open-beam artifact. Combined mean values, calculated over several connection-reconnection cycles, agree within 1% with pseudorandom all-states measurements of a controlled-air-gap artifact and an FC/APC artifact. Additional advantages of this approach include low noise, simple calibration of spectral dependence over a broad wavelength range, and potential uses in environments otherwise unsuitable for mechanical instrumentation.

We have also conducted a detailed analysis of the possible error sources in this measurement system. For open-beam
Equations (A4) and (A5) now comprise a set of four equations in four unknowns that can be solved to yield
\[ y_1 = \frac{-m_{12}}{2\lambda}, \quad y_2 = \frac{-m_{13}}{2\lambda}, \quad y_3 = \frac{-m_{14}}{2\lambda} \]  
and therefore
\[ \left[ \frac{m_{12}}{2\lambda} \right]^2 + \left[ \frac{m_{13}}{2\lambda} \right]^2 + \left[ \frac{m_{14}}{2\lambda} \right]^2 = 1. \]  
Solving for \( \lambda \) and substituting it back into \( T \) (and hence \( T \)) yields the transmitted power extrema as
\[ T_{\max} = m_{11} + \sqrt{m_{12} + m_{13} + m_{14}} \]
\[ T_{\min} = m_{11} - \sqrt{m_{12} + m_{13} + m_{14}} \]  
(A8)
corresponding to the two roots of \( \lambda \). Polarization dependent loss (in dB) is defined as the ratio
\[ PDL \equiv 10 \log \left[ \frac{T_{\max}}{T_{\min}} \right]. \]  
(A9)

For additional detail, refer to Favin et al. [13].
produces a new Stokes vector with the following dependence on the phase shifts of the two retarders:

\[
S_{in}(\phi_1, \phi_2) = \begin{bmatrix}
1 \\
\cos(\phi_2) \\
\sin(\phi_1) \sin(\phi_2) \\
- \sin(\phi_1) \cos(\phi_2)
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(B5)

which is the field incident on the DUT.

APPENDIX C

PROPAGATION OF UNCERTAINTY

Variations in power due to effects outlined in the first four rows of Table I contribute uncorrelated uncertainties to the Stokes power information contained in \(I_a \cdots I_d\) and \(I_1 \cdots I_4\) and propagated according to

\[
\sigma_{\text{signal}} = \sqrt{\sum_{a, b, c, d} \left(\frac{\partial PDL}{\partial I_i} \right)^2 \delta_i^2 + \sum_{1, 2, 5, 4} \left(\frac{\partial PDL}{\partial I_i} \right)^2 \delta_i^2}
\]  

(C1)

where \(\sigma_{\text{signal}}\) refers to one standard deviation in PDL and \(\delta_i\) refers to standard uncertainties in state powers for the case of independent measurements. The partial derivatives, in our case, are calculated symbolically according to (1)–(4) of Section II.
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